THE RANGOS GIANT CINEMA TO PRESENT INCREDIBLE PREDATORS in 3D and 2D

The Giant Screen film deconstructs the world of major predators as never before.

May 2, 2023 (Pittsburgh, PA) – Incredible Predators takes The Rangos Giant Cinema screen beginning Thurs., May 11. The film opens audiences to a detailed look at the remarkable strategies the Planet’s top hunters use to succeed, deconstructing their tactics as never before.

Incredible Predators features the most iconic hunters on Earth, like polar bears, cheetahs, leopards, and blue whales. Advanced filming techniques, including the latest gyro-stabilized cameras, put the audience on the shoulders of the predators as they hunt, whether on land or under the sea.

“Incredible Predators almost gives audiences the ability to see through the eyes of predators as they hunt and overcome environmental obstacles,” said Jason Brown, Henry Buhl Jr., Director of Carnegie Science Center. “The film is a perfect blend of genuine animal drama and learning, introducing fundamental building blocks of ecology in a unique way.”

The first hurdle for all predators is overcoming the challenge of their habitats. On the open plains, the problem for predators is that there is nowhere to hide; while in the jungle the opposite is true - with so many hiding places it’s tough for predators to even find their prey. Conversely, the ocean is largely a blue desert where prey are few and far between.

Predators come in many shapes and sizes and are the hardest-working animals on the Planet. In fact, most predators fail most of the time. They must be at the very top of their game to survive. The competition between predators and prey is the most dramatic event in nature but this relationship is also essential to the balance of nature.

This film is family-friendly and has a run time of 40 minutes. Tickets are $7 per person or $6 per Carnegie Museums of Pittsburgh Member. Purchase tickets and learn more at CarnegieScienceCenter.org.

About The Rangos Giant Cinema
The Rangos Giant Cinema, located inside the museum, holds the largest viewing screen in Pittsburgh, boasting a 70-by 38-foot Certified Giant Screen, crystal-clear 4K images, brilliant colors, and rich surround sound.
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